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CES 2014: Technology Trends for CPAs
2014 started o� awesome with my annual pilgrimage to the Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) in Las Vegas where future trends and bleeding edge products are
announced.
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The year 2014 started off awesome with my annual pilgrimage to the Consumer
Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas where future trends and bleeding edge products
are announced. Many of these products will make it into the consumer market this
year impacting us and our clients in our homes, and some will eventually impact the
accounting profession and make their way into our �rms.

Our three-day mission was to canvas through the massive show �oor (3,200 vendors
spread out over an area about the size of 35 football �elds) to identify key technology
trends and comb through all the gadgets that could impact accountants someday.
Below we highlight Ten Trends worth watching and the products that may some day
change our world.
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Tablet/PC Combos 
This year, 45% of all U.S. homes will have tablets, making them one of the most
ubiquitous Consumer Electronic devices around. While the traditional tablet is great
for reading or “consuming” information, accountants spend most of their time
working on PCs with keyboards, inputting and editing information. One trend that
will give accountants the best of both worlds will be devices such as Dell's XPS12
which has a keyboard that folds under when you need it and ASUS's Transformer
Book Duet that has a detachable keyboard.

Lenovo's Thinkpad 8 Windows PC may become a viable competitor to Microsoft's
Surface 2 ProTablet, as they have the potential to make it the “single” device needed
for the next generation of accountants. One of the most interesting prototypes
displayed was Toshiba's “Shape-shifting Concept PC” which could be used in �ve
different con�gurations ranging from the traditional laptop, to tablet, convertible,
canvas mode, and entertainment mode, allowing us to use the device in whatever
format is most suitable for the work at hand.

Curved Screens 
This year's trend in high de�nition displays is curving them to optimize the viewing
angle, including �exible screens from LG and Samsung that bend on command.
While the �rst round is too expensive for of�ce/PC use, it won't be long until
multiple desktop displays “wrap around” our desks with ultra-high de�nition
optimizing our view of spreadsheets and tax source documents on our desktop and
turning our desktops into a CPA cockpit which could be used in �ve different
con�gurations ranging from the traditional laptop, to tablet, convertible, canvas
mode, and entertainment mode, allowing us to use the device in whatever format is
most suitable for the work at hand.

Wearable Technology 
Since most of us are carrying a smart phone with Internet connectivity, why not use
that to integrate with wearable devices that can notify us of events such as upcoming
meetings, inbound emails, or incoming calls. These features are being integrated into
jewelry (FashionTEQ Zazzi) and watches (Galaxy and Burg Smart Watches) allowing
us to keep our phone holstered. The amount of micronization that is happening in
Internet-enabled devices is phenomenal and smart phones such as the Neptune Pine
Smartwatch have so much built into them that they are actually billed as the world's
smallest tablet that you can wear on your wrist!
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Cordless Power 
One of the frustrations of getting ready for a trip is packing all the different cords for
the different mobile devices we carry with us. While there are shared chargers like
the Kensington AbsolutePower, it would be great to get rid of power cords all
together. CES featured a Wireless Power pavilion that showcased conductive power
products such as the PowerSound speaker system which recharges your smartphone
battery by lying it on top of the speakers, while simultaneously allowing you to listen
to music pumped from the phone.

3D Printing 
While there is a lot of hype around “additive” or 3D printing, based on the number of
vendors and products at CES, there is de�nitely a consumer market developing at the
home “prototyping” market with devices such as the da Vinci 3D printer starting at
$499 and industry leader MakerBot delivering “Cube” units at close to a $1,000 price
point. While creating small plastic prototypes is one side of the 3D market, tasting
custom “printed” sugar candy from 3D Systems' ChefJet was a new CES experience.

HealthTech: Another popular pavilion at CES was the Health technology section
where biometric devices that monitor your heart rate, movement, and speed are
being linked to your smartphone giving you a recap of your daily activity.
Approximately one-third of all smartphones and tablet users already have a health-
related application loaded (my personal exercise favorite is the 7 minute workout),
showing that the market for integrated biometric tracking devices is huge.  On a
more practical note, I've heard of �rms providing masseuses during busy season to
help people relax so they could be more productive.  Inada, maker of massage chairs
was one of the most popular booths at CES and we would guess this would be
extremely popular in any �rm's break room.

Robotics 
Most of us have heard of personal robotic devices such as the iRobot Roomba vacuum
or Scooba �oor scrubber that automatically clean up when no one is looking. Well,
they now have window cleaning robots such as Ecovac's WinBot that cover your
windows as well. For those of us wondering how robots can help run your practice
more effectively, there was a product from Double Robotics that lets you see what is
going on, even when you are in another of�ce or at home. Their Telepresence Robot
for Telecommuters allows you to “move around the of�ce and talk face to face” to
your personnel, from the comfort of a remote site.
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Input Devices 
Ever wonder why computer keyboards are laid out the way they are? It was the
easiest way to ensure the most commonly used keys didn't stick together when
struck, and there has not been much innovation since then. While most of us grew
up using IBM Selectric Typewriters, the next generation of accountants have grown
up in the age of ergonomic input devices such as game controllers and smartphone.
These personnel are de�nitely faster and more accurate on their ergonomic devices
than on our current clunky keyboards, so the next generation may well use
“controller” type ergonomic keyboards like the TrewGrip or Twiky input devices.

Automobile Automation: Verizon and AT&T are developing partnerships with the
major automotive manufacturers to integrate digital 4G capabilities within your car
to make them one more component of the “Internet of things” which will keep us
connected with information resources in real time. With three states now allowing
driverless cars, commute time can become work time (if you chose it to be).

New Scanning Tech: No CES review would be complete without looking at Fujitsu's
scanning tools which have been a favorite of auditors for a long time. While last
year's wireless ScanSnap ix1500 made it easier to transfer scanned images without
the cord, this year they added the SV600 which is a book scanner with auto-
�attening technology to quickly capture images such as historical ledger pages
without having to take them apart!

Virtual Reality:  Finally, the world of virtual reality is closer than ever before,
particularly with devices such as Occulus Rift's High De�nition Prototype Goggles we
were able to experience, twice!  Imagine future auditor training by being able to look
in any direction and move with Virtuix's Omni device. Training trends are moving
towards the concept of gamifcation and could be a way to optimize auditor training
such as client interviews and inventory observations.

Well, that concludes another round of cool technologies from the annual Consumer
Electronics show; we hope you are having a productive and pro�table busy season.

Roman H. Kepczyk, CPA.CITP and Lean Six Sigma Black Belt is Director of Consulting for
Xcentric, LLC and works exclusively with accounting �rms to optimize their internal
production work�ows within their tax, audit, client services and administrative areas. His
Quantum of Paperless Guide (Amazon.com) has been updated with 2013 paperless
benchmark statistics and outlines 32 digital best practices all accounting �rm partners need
to understand today.
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